Existing Conference Centre

Conference Lodge Site

Existing Conference Centre
RECEIVING + SERVICE YARD
CONCRETE PAVERS

BACK-OF-HOUSE
418sqm

COVERED WALKWAY

NEW RETAINING WALL
paving to falls

LINEN STORE
MECHANICAL VENT

AIRCON OFFICE

LAUNDRY

IRON MECHANICAL VENT

SORTING

FOLDING
MECHANICAL VENT

DRY
WASH

TECH WORKSHOP
MECHANICAL VENT

TECH. STORE

OFFICE F+B
AIRCON

OFFICE AIRCON

STORE
STORE

BEER + MINERALS

WASTE SEPARATION BINS
WET WASTE AIRCON

50 lockers
Bench

LADIES CHANGEROOM
MECHANICAL VENT

STAFF CANTER
MECHANICAL VENT

GENTS CHANGEROOM
MECHANICAL VENT

50 lockers
Bench